Baedling Manor
healthcare

Compassionate care and support for senior living

Welcome
At Alcyone Healthcare we
are very proud and excited
to offer a brand new and
refreshing care concept to
support senior living.

Alcyone Healthcare combines new prestigious
accommodation with a uniquely progressive
ethos of care, forged from over 30 years of
experience within the care sector.

A place that you feel
proud to call home

We know how important it is to maintain control
over your own life and that is the reason we place
individual needs at the very heart of everything
we do, fully supporting residents to maintain
independence and empowering individuals to
make their own choices.

“Perfectly positioned to allow
freedom and immediate
access to all that is happening
in the local area.”

We strongly believe that delivering excellence
in care is heavily dependent upon co-operative
engagement between residents, family, the
professional healthcare services (with whom we
work closely) and ourselves.
It is our aim to ensure we provide excellence
in care within exceptional accommodation.

Excellence in care

Our care is delivered by
experienced carers to
empower residents and
their families to achieve
their goals, enabling them
to live happy, meaningful
and fulfilling lives as
independently as possible.

Exceptional accommodation

We offer a range of essential ‘person first’ care
services that are designed to be flexible and
unique;
•
•
•
•
•

Dementia care
Dementia day care
Overnight and convalescence care
Residential senior social care
Respite and day care

We are committed to consistently delivering the
very highest standards of care and
in-house services, exceeding all current
regulatory standards to guarantee excellence.
Our staff are experienced and well trained to
manage the unique needs of residents to ensure
dignity and compassion at the very heart of the
care services that we provide.

Baedling Manor is
beautifully furnished
with a seamless blend of
contemporary style and
modern flair merged
with classic elements and
traditional detail. It sets
new standards for luxury
and comfort amidst
timeless elegance.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spacious rooms with individual en-suite
shower room and toilet facilities
Day care lounge with dining and bathing
facilities
Relaxing lounges and dining areas
Overnight guest suite
Sensory spa equipment
Hairdressing and beauty spa
Cinema
Bar, piano lounge and activity space
Open air terrace with seating area
Shop
Library area
Meeting and conference facilities
Bistro style cafe
Children’s play area
Indoor garden and orangery
Beautiful landscaped gardens with
interactive, multi-sensory features

Passionate about food

Fulfilment and activities
“Perfectly positioned to give
you freedom and immediate
access to all that is happening
in the local area.”

Excellence in food quality,
service, variety and choice
lie at the heart of our
philosophy.

A well balanced, well cooked, nutritious diet is
paramount to promote good health and general
well-being as part of a healthy lifestyle. All of
our chefs are also trained to observe current
guidance for eating healthy in older age.
All food and beverages are carefully prepared
in our own kitchen by a team of qualified chefs,
using traditional recipes and methods to present
residents with high quality, home style fayre.
Mealtimes are flexible to allow residents to enjoy
a relaxed meal, either in the company of friends
in our attractive dining settings, alfresco or in the
comfort and privacy of their own room.
Menus are planned and designed to make
maximum use of local produce, fresh meat, fish,
fruit and vegetables and wholesome ingredients.
Key considerations of our menu planning include
culinary, social, cultural and religious influence,
ensuring all residents are catered for.

We place a huge importance
on our service principle
‘fulfilment’ to support our
residents and their families
and friends to achieve their
goals, maintain daily living
skills and lead as fulfilling a
life as possible.

Hobbies, interests, socialising, spiritual and
emotional activities play a tremendously vital
role to our residents and give their lives purpose
and meaning. They stimulate and motivate
residents, enabling fulfilment and the feeling of
completeness.
Residents age, regardless of their physical
or mental health condition, has an impact on
some of their abilities. We focus and work with
residents core abilities and strengths to maintain
their purpose in life, helping their lives become
more enjoyable, fulfilling and meaningful.
This is why, whatever residents preferred pace of
life, we listen carefully to residents and families to
draw on individual abilities, history and personality
to create a personalised social, spiritual and
emotional care plan. We also welcome family
and friends to join in and help us to arrange and
organise activities.

Personalised, tailored
care packages
“We are committed to
consistently delivering
the very highest standards
of care and in-house
services that are
recognised for excellence”

Respite and day care
“Perfectly positioned to give
you freedom and immediate
access to all that is happening
in the local area.”

Our respite and day care
service is designed to be
flexible and unique,
exceeding all current
regulatory standards to
guarantee excellence.

All of our respite and day care services are
tailor made to ensure activities, outings and
events focus on maintaining life skills, promote
independence and help our day care clients
retain access to local amenities.
These services include dedicated, fully escorted
transport door to door with lift access for
wheelchairs, personal care by fully trained care
staff, bathing, chiropody, hairdressing, beauty
therapy and lunch refreshments and snacks.
We provide support seven days a week and
cater for both older clients and those living with
dementia, whilst accepting both local authority
and personal / private care payments.
Our clients also qualify for automatic free ‘Friends
of the Home’ membership and enjoy free access
to our bar, cafe, cinema, hairdressers and beauty
spa. We also keep in touch and invite them to
attend special activities and events.

Making the right decision
“Perfectly positioned to give
you freedom and immediate
access to all that is happening
in the local area.”

We appreciate choosing the
right care home that will
consistently provide the
highest level of care and
support is a very difficult
proposition and should not
be taken lightly.

We are here to support residents and their
families at every step along the way, spending
as much time as is needed offering advice to
overcome any anxieties or concerns.
As it is important to us to ensure that the final
decision is in everyone’s best interest, we offer
a variety of trials that may help to make your
decision easier. For example, a day visit, an
overnight stay, a short respite stay, or the option
to simply sample our meals, join in with any of the
activities or make full use of our facilities.
We actively encourage residents and families
to consider all of the alternatives that may be
available, ensuring we offer the best guidance
possible before decisions are made.
Once the decision is made to make Beadling
Manor their new home, we make every effort
to ensure the moving process is as simple and
effortless as possible for residents.

Support for you, and the
people who matter most.
“Person centred, supportive
care with a commitment to
listen carefully and respond
positively to you and your
family’s needs.”

Contemporary style and
modern flair
Setting new standards for
luxury and comfort amidst
timeless elegance, coupled
with very highest standards
of care and in-house
services”
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Baedling Manor is perfectly positioned to give
residents freedom and immediate access to all
that is happening in the local area. This makes
it easy for residents to proudly invite family
and friends and other members of the local
community into their home whenever they wish,
and can arrange access to the in-house services
such as the hair and beauty salon, licenced bar
and café.
Our care is designed to provide the right level
of care and support to both residents and their
families, empowering residents to achieve their
goals and enable them to live happy, meaningful
and fulfilling lives as independently as possible at
Baedling Manor.
Please visit or contact us to discuss your needs
and we will be happy to provide a no obligation
quotation. We look forward to welcoming you
soon.
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We know just how
important it is that
residents maintain control
over their own life and
that is why we place the
resident, as an individual,
at the very heart of
everything we do.
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Our team are always ready
to extend a very warm
welcome and provide any
information you may need.
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